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White dwarfs represent the last stage of evolution for low and intermediate-mass stars (below18




in binaries1–3. If the orbital period of the binary is short enough, energy losses from grav-20
itational wave radiation can shrink the orbit until the two white dwarfs come into contact21
and merge4. Depending on the masses of the coalescing white dwarfs, the merger can lead22
to a supernova of type Ia, or it can give birth to a massive white dwarf5. In the latter case,23
the white dwarf remnant is expected to be highly magnetised6, 7 due to the strong dynamo24
that may arise during the merger, and rapidly rotating due to conservation of the orbital25
angular momentum of the binary8. Here we report the discovery of a white dwarf, ZTF26
J190132.9+145808.7, which presents all these properties, but to an extreme: a rotation pe-27
riod of 6.94 minutes, one of the shortest measured for an isolated white dwarf9, 10, a magnetic28
field ranging between 600 MG and 900 MG over its surface, one of the highest fields ever29
detected on a white dwarf11, and a stellar radius of 1810 km, slightly larger than the radius30
of the Moon. Such a small radius implies the star’s mass is the closest ever detected to the31
white dwarf maximum mass, or Chandrasekhar mass12. In fact, as the white dwarf cools32
and its composition stratifies, it may become unstable and collapse due to electron capture,33
exploding into a thermonuclear supernova or collapsing into a neutron star. Neutron stars34
born in this fashion could account for ∼10% of their total population.35
The Zwicky Transient Facility13–15 (ZTF) is a synoptic optical survey that uses the 48-inch36
Samuel Oschin Telescope of the Palomar Observatory to image the Northern sky on a regular basis.37
We discovered ZTF J190132.9+145808.7 (hereafter ZTF J1901+1458) during a search for fast vari-38
ability in massive white dwarfs. To this end, we selected objects in a white dwarf catalogue16 that39
lie below the main white dwarf cooling sequence in the Gaia17 color-magnitude diagram (CMD,40
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see Fig. 1). ZTF J1901+1458 showed a small photometric variation with a very short period. With41
the high-speed imaging photometer CHIMERA18 on the 200-inch Hale telescope, we confirmed a42
period of 6.94 minutes and a photometric variation amplitude of about 3% (Fig. 2). The period of43
ZTF J1901+1458 is unusually short for a white dwarf, as typical white dwarf rotational periods are44
in the range of hours to days19–21. The period and ephemeris are listed in Table 1, where T0 in each45
filter corresponds to a minimum in the lightcurve.46
In order to identify the spectral type of the white dwarf and the origin of its variability, we47
obtained phase-resolved spectra using the Low Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (LRIS)27 on the48
10-m W. M. Keck I Telescope on Mauna Kea. The phase-averaged spectrum is shown in the49
upper panels of Fig. 3. The spectrum presents broad and shallow features that we identify as50
hydrogen absorption lines in a high magnetic field. The presence of a strong magnetic field lifts51
the degeneracies in the electron energy levels of the hydrogen atom. As a result, the zero-field52
transitions are split and shifted in energy by a value that depends on the strength of the field. To53
this end, we considered all the allowed bound-bound hydrogen transitions, tabulated in28. The54
wavelengths of the strongest transitions as a function of magnetic field strength are shown in the55
lower panels of Fig. 3, and the identified spectral lines are listed in Extended Data Table 2.56
We find that most of the spectral features are well characterised by a field strength of about57
800 million Gauss (MG, red horizontal line), one of the highest fields ever detected on a white58
dwarf11. As the absorption features indicate the average field strength over the surface, the field at59
the magnetic pole is bound to be higher. By analysing the phase-resolved spectra (Extended Data60
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Figure 1: Gaia CMD. Gaia color-magnitude diagram for the white dwarfs that are within 100 pc
from Earth and within the SDSS footprint22. Solid lines show theoretical cooling tracks for white
dwarfs with masses between 0.6 M (top) and 1.28 M (bottom), equally spaced in mass; the
atmosphere is assumed to be hydrogen-dominated23 and the interior composition to be carbon-
oxygen24 for M < 1.1 M and oxygen-neon25 for M > 1.1 M. Coloured markers indicate white
dwarfs for which a magnetic field was measured11. ZTF J1901+1458 is shown as a red star, and
its location in the CMD reveals its high mass. Vertical dashed lines indicate the location of the
ZZ-Ceti instability strip26. While ZTF J1901+1458’s period is consistent with what is expected
for non-radial pulsations, its temperature places it far away from the instability strip. Reddening
corrections were applied only to ZTF J1901+1458; as the objects in the sample are close, reddening








































































Figure 2: ZTF J1901+1458 lightcurve The left panels show the binned CHIMERA lightcurve
phase-folded at a period of 6.94 minutes in the g′-band (a) and in the r′-band (b). The flux has
been normalised to the minimum of the lightcurve in each band. The amplitude of the photometric
variation is higher in the g′-band (about 3% peak-to-peak) than in the r′-band (∼ 1.5%). Addi-
tionally, the two filters show a difference in phase: the red lags the green by about 51 s. The right
panels show the similarly normalised ZTF discovery lightcurve in the ZTF g-band (c) and r−band
(d). The error bars indicate 1-σ errors.
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Fig. 7 and 8), one notices that some of the features become narrower or broader depending on the61
phase, and the feature at∼ 4600 Å shifts in wavelength, which is why the co-added spectrum shows62
an additional dip at∼ 4500 Å. This also indicates that in some regions of the white dwarf’s surface63
the magnetic field is as low as 600 MG. The likely explanation for the photometric variation,64
confirmed by the variations of absorption features with phase, is thus the combination of magnetic65
dichroism and rotation: the high magnetic field causes variations in the continuum opacities and66
therefore, as the star rotates, we detect changes in flux as a function of the field strength across the67
stellar surface. Depending on the strength and structure of the magnetic field, magnetic dichroism68
can account for a 10% photometric variation29, and therefore it can easily explain the 3% amplitude69
observed in ZTF J1901+1458.70
To determine the temperature and radius of the white dwarf, we obtained photometric mea-71
surements in the near UV using the UVOT (Ultraviolet/Optical Telescope) instrument30 on the Neil72
Gehrels Swift Observatory31. For optical photometric data we used the Pan-STARRS Survey3273
(PS1). By fitting the photometry, we found the effective temperature and stellar radius of the white74
dwarf to be Teff = 80, 450+330−450 K and R∗ = 1, 809
+15
−11 km, respectively. We also considered the75
interstellar reddening as a free parameter, and found E(B − V ) = 0.076+0.003−0.005 (see the Methods76
section). The white dwarf’s radius, whose precise estimate was possible thanks to Gaia’s exquisite77
measurement of the white dwarf’s parallax, is slightly larger than the radius of the Moon and is the78
smallest ever measured for a white dwarf. This also implies that the white dwarf is possibly the79
most massive ever discovered.80
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Figure 3: ZTF J1901+1458 optical spectrum. The LRIS phase-averaged spectrum of
ZTF J1901+1458 is shown in black in the upper panels for the blue (a) and red (b) sections.
In (c)-(d) the spectrum is compared to predicted line positions of Hα, Hβ and Hγ as a function
of magnetic field28, showing that the white dwarf is characterised by a field strength of about 800
MG (red horizontal solid line). The identified absorption features are highlighted by the green
dash-and-dotted lines and numbered, and the respective transitions are listed in Extended Data
Table 2.
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The mass of the white dwarf can be determined, assuming a composition for its interior,81
from a mass-radius relation (Fig. 4). At a mass above ∼ 1.1 M, the core composition of a white82
dwarf born from a single-star evolution is expected to be mostly oxygen and neon, with traces of83
carbon, sodium and magnesium25, 33, 34. Even in the case of formation due to a white-dwarf merger,84
compressional heating due to rapid accretion is expected to ignite off-center carbon burning35–37.85
This will transform the remnant into a O/Ne white dwarf8. Depending on the internal composition,86
the white dwarf has a mass between 1.350 and 1.371 solar masses.87
Two other extremely massive white dwarfs for which a radius has been measured are RE J0317-88
85338 and WD1832+08910, both with a radius of about 2,500 km. Quite curiously, they are both89
variable with short periods (6 and 12 minutes respectively), and while WD1832+089 does not90
show indications of a magnetic field, RE J0317-853 is also strongly magnetised, with a field that91
varies between 185 and 425 MG over its surface29. It is likely that both ZTF J1901+1458 and92
RE J0317-853 are extremely massive, magnetic and rapidly rotating because they are remnants of93
a white dwarf merger, but while RE J0317-853 is stable and will cool as a white dwarf forever,94
ZTF J1901+1458 may suffer a very different fate.95
At the very high densities reached in the centre of ZTF J1901+1458, the nuclei of some96
elements undergo electron capture (also called inverse beta-decay). If, for instance, the beta-decay97
threshold density for sodium is reached at some radius within the star, all the sodium atoms at98
smaller radii would capture an electron and convert into neon, removing the same electrons that99
contribute to the degeneracy pressure that keeps the star from collapsing. The effect is to lower100
8

























Figure 4: Mass-radius relation. The white dwarf mass-radius relation at the temperature of
ZTF J1901+1458 (∼80,000 K) is shown for different compositions neglecting the effect of elec-
tron captures: carbon C; oxygen O; neon Ne; and the mixture that is thought to result from carbon
burning (M1), specifically 58% oxygen, 30% neon, 2% carbon, 5% sodium, and 5% magnesium25.
The lowermost red solid curve (M2) traces the result from the carbon-burning-ash mixture includ-
ing the effect of electron captures (see text). The black dots along each track indicate the central
density threshold for inverse beta-decay of neon (circle), magnesium (square) and sodium (dia-
mond). The vertical blue-shaded area indicates the observed radius of ZTF J1901+1458 within
1-σ errors. A red triangle indicates the maximum mass of 1.354 M at a radius of 1,600 km along
the track of the mixed composition. The horizontal black solid lines highlight the mass determined
using a radius of 1798 km for the upper line (pure C), 1.371 M and of 1824 km for the lower line
(carbon-burning-ash mixture), 1.350 M,. 9
the maximum mass that can be sustained against gravity, and to reduce the equilibrium radius for a101
fixed mass (see Fig. 4, solid red curve). When the threshold density is reached for magnesium, the102
effect is even stronger as magnesium undergoes double beta-decay: a 24Mg nucleus captures two103
electrons and converts into a 24Ne nucleus. If ZTF J1901+1458 has, as is expected from its mass,104
an oxygen-neon internal composition, its central density is above the threshold for electron capture105
on sodium and its mass is within one percent of the highest possible mass for a white dwarf.106
Inverse beta-decay produces neutrinos, which escape and carry away energy, contributing to107
the cooling of the white dwarf. Assuming a thermal structure consistent with the luminosity of the108
white dwarf39, we estimate the temperature in the core to be about 7×107 K. At such a high central109
temperature and density, ZTF J1901+1458 is the first white dwarf discovered to be cooling mainly110
through the Urca process on 23Na 40, 41. This unusual neutrino cooling makes an age determination111
difficult, and further studies are necessary to estimate the age with precision. Using a 1.29 M112
model25 as a reference, we estimate the age of ZTF J1901+1458 to be < 10 Myr.113
The mass-radius relation in Fig. 4 was calculated assuming that the core is fully mixed and114
the composition in the core is homogeneous. Since ZTF J1901+1458 is less than 10 Myr old, this115
is a good assumption, but over the next few hundred million years, the heaviest elements, including116
sodium, will gradually sink to the centre42. Much of the remaining 23Na will therefore undergo117
beta-decay, reducing the number of electrons in the star and its radius. The only thing that can stop118
this process is if the core crystallises before enough sodium can reach the centre, as crystallisation119
would de facto freeze the composition gradient. If at least sixty percent of the 23Na manages to sink120
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and decay before the core crystallises, electron-capture on 24Mg will ensue and the radius of the121
white dwarf will shrink to about 1,550 km. The central density at this point will be 6×109 g cm−3,122
still below the threshold for electron capture on neon, but the mass of the white dwarf will be above123
the maximum mass (the red triangle in Fig. 4 will have sunk below the lower black horizontal line).124
The internal pressure will be insufficient to support the star, and the star will begin to collapse, heat125
up and start electron capture onto neon and nuclear burning of oxygen. Depending on the details126
of the oxygen burning, the white dwarf will either explode to create a thermonuclear supernova or127
implode to form a neutron star41, 43, 44.128
The meta-stable state of ZTF J1901+1458 depends on the timescales for sedimentation, elec-129
tron capture, and core crystallisation, which are all quite uncertain for such an object. However,130
the possibility of collapse is intriguing as it would imply a new formation channel for neutron stars,131
different from the usual core-collapse supernova or the still debated accretion-induced collapse of132
a white dwarf. If we assume angular momentum and flux conservation, both the spin rate and133
magnetic field will be amplified by a factor ∼ 2 × 104 during collapse, and therefore, we expect134
the newly born neutron star to be similar to a young pulsar, with a magnetic field of ∼ 2× 1013 G,135
and a spin period of ∼ 20 ms. In contrast to regular neutron stars born in core-collapse super-136
novae, a neutron star born in an electron-capture-induced collapse would not receive a strong kick.137
We would therefore expect such a neutron star population to be more concentrated in the Galactic138
plane. Having found ZTF J1901+1458 at only 41 parsecs from Earth means that this type of object139
cannot be very rare. If we assume a typical distance of ∼ 50 pc within which we could detect140
such a white dwarf within its lifetime of a few hundred million years, the rate of neutron stars born141
11
through white dwarf collapse in the Galaxy would be ∼ 3 × 10−3 per year, which is a significant142
fraction compared to the core-collapse supernova rate of ∼ 2× 10−2 per year45, 46.143
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Table 1: ZTF J1901+1458 parameters. The ephemeris T0, in Barycentric Modified Julian Date,
corresponds to a minimum in the light curve and it is given separately for the ZTF g-band and
r-band because the latter lags behind the former by 51 seconds.
Gaia ID Parallax [mas] µRA [mas] µDEC [mas]
4506869128279648512 24.13± 0.06 95.50± 0.09 72.45± 0.09
Teff [K] R∗ [km] M [M] E(B − V )
80, 450+330−450 1, 809
+15
−11 1.350− 1.371 0.076+0.003−0.005
T0 (g) [BMJDTDB] T0 (r) [BMJDTDB] P [s] Ṗ [s s−1]
59079.217290± 0.000012 59079.21670± 0.00006 416.2427± 0.0002 < 10−11
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Methods144
Period Detection Our search for periodicity in massive white dwarfs was part of a broader search145
for periodic variability on and around the white dwarf cooling track with ZTF, which has already146
yielded several results, including finding numerous double white dwarf binaries2, 3, 47. The targets147
were selected using Pan-STARRS (PS1) source catalogue32, after imposing a photometric colour148
selection of (g−r) < 0.2 and (r−i) < 0.2. As the sensitivity of period finding depends strongly on149
the number of samples in the lightcurve, we limited the search to those targets for which 50 or more150
photometric 5σ detections are available in the ZTF archival data. In order to maximise the number151
of epochs for each lightcurve, we combined data from multiple filters by computing the median152
magnitude in each filter, and shifting g- and i-band so that their median magnitude matched the153
r-band data. We used a graphics processing unit (GPU) implementation of the conditional entropy154
period finding algorithm48. We cross-matched our candidates with the Gaia DR2 catalogue49 and155
visually inspected the lightcurves of those objects that lie below the main white dwarf cooling156
track in the Gaia CMD. ZTF J1901+1458 stood out because of the high-significance detection of157
its short period and its blue and faint location in the CMD (see Fig. 1).158
Magnetic Field At low magnetic field strengths, the effect of magnetic field on hydrogen transi-159
tions can be calculated as a perturbation to the zero-field electron wavefunction. The perturbation160
lifts the degeneracy in the m quantum number, and each transition is split into three Zeeman com-161
ponents, corresponding to a change inm of +1, 0 and−1. In the strong regime (above∼ 100 MG),162
the magnetic and Coulomb terms are comparable, and the wavefunction does not have a spherical163
symmetry anymore. The perturbation method is not viable in this case, and the energies and oscil-164
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lator strengths of hydrogen transitions in this regime were calculated using variation methods50–53.165
An important characteristic of high-field transitions, is that some transitions become ‘stationary’,166
i.e. they go through a minimum or a maximum in energy and, at those fields strengths, appre-167
ciable changes in B only yield small changes in wavelength. The magnetic broadening at these168
transitions is considerably reduced, and therefore the absorption features are still detectable even169
after averaging the field over the surface of the white dwarf. We considered all the bound-bound170
transitions tabulated in Ruder et al. 199428 that follow selection rules, and we found that the fea-171
tures in the spectrum of ZTF J1901+1458 correspond to stationary lines in a ∼ 800 MG field. The172
wavelengths of the transitions in this regime as a function of magnetic field strength are shown in173
the lower panels of Fig. 3. The identified features are numbered and the corresponding transitions174
are listed in Table 2, where the states are labelled by their asymptotic quantum numbers nlm for175
the zero-field states and by the numbers NMµ for B → ∞, where µ defines the z parity of the176
states [π = (−1)µ]. A few lines show variations with phase (see Extended Data Fig 7 and 8), which177
can be attributed to the variation of the magnetic field strength across the surface. In particular,178
some of the features become narrower or broader depending on the phase, which indicates that179
the field is more or less uniform over the surface in different phases. Additionally, the feature at180
∼ 4600 Å(line 7) shifts in wavelength, going as low as ∼ 4500 Å, which indicates that the mag-181
netic field is as low as 600 MG on some regions on the surface of the white dwarf. This is also182
confirmed by the contamination of line 10 by line 11.183
Photometric Fitting To determine the radius and effective temperature of ZTF J1901+1458, we184
made use of the Pan-STARRS32 photometry already available to us, and the Gaia17, 49 parallax.185
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Table 2: Identified Balmer transitions. The numbers correspond to the identified transitions in
Fig. 3 and the wavelengths of the transitions at 800 MG are from28. For 7 and 11, we also list the
wavelength for 600 MG (left).
line nlm → n′l′m′ NMµ → N ′M ′µ′ λ [Å]
1 Balmer Hγ 2s0 → 5p′0 0 0 2 → 0 0 11 3344.23
2 Balmer Hγ 2s0 → 5p′−1 0 0 2 → 0 −1 10 3370.41
3 Balmer Hγ 2s0 → 5f ′0 0 0 2 → 0 0 9 3464.11
4 Balmer Hβ 2s0 → 4p′0 0 0 2 → 0 0 7 3694.56
5 Balmer Hβ 2s0 → 4p′−1 0 0 2 → 0 −1 6 3805.82
6 Balmer Hβ 2s0 → 4f ′0 0 0 2 → 0 0 5 4249.86
7 Balmer Hβ 2s0 → 4f ′−1 0 0 2 → 0 −1 4 4517.97, 4590.9
8 Balmer Hα 2p−1 → 3d−2 0 −1 0 → 0 −2 0 5883.63
9 Balmer Hα 2s0 → 3p0 0 0 2 → 0 0 3 6615.06
10 Balmer Hα 2p0 → 3d−1 0 0 2 → 0 −1 1 8525.69
11 Balmer Hα 2s0 → 3p−1 0 0 1 → 0 −1 2 8537.76, 9542.62
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In addition, we asked for Swift31 UVOT30 photometry (TOO proposal number 14380, target ID186
13650). The photometric data used in the fitting is listed in Table 3. As the errors on the Pan-187
STARRS photometry is lower than the photometric variation, we used an error of 0.02 magnitudes188
instead to take into account the error induced by variability. We fitted the photometric data with189
the white dwarf 1D model DA (hydrogen dominated) atmospheres of Tremblay et al. 201154.190
At the maximum surface gravity in the model grid (log g = 9.5) and at the temperatures191
that we are considering here, the synthetic spectra present shallow Balmer absorption features (see192
Fig. 5, dashed black line). As the spectrum of ZTF J1901+1458 is almost featureless, instead of193
using the synthetic spectra directly in our fit, we employed eighth order polynomials fitted to the194
spectra to derive the synthetic photometry (e.g. the solid blue line in Fig. 5). In order to account195
for extinction, we applied reddening corrections to the synthetic spectra (and polynomials) using196
the Cardelli et al. 198955 extinction curves, available at https://www.stsci.edu/. From197
the corrected models, we computed synthetic photometry using the pyphot package198
(https://mfouesneau.github.io/docs/pyphot/).199
In the fit, the free parameters were the effective temperature Teff and radius R∗ of the white200
dwarf, and the interstellar reddening E(B − V ). The best fit is shown in Fig. 5, while Fig. 6201
illustrates the corner plots. In the fit, we assumed the nominal value of the Gaia parallax for202
the distance. As a change in distance would have the effect of changing the normalisation in the203
spectrum, the error on the distance only influences the error on the stellar radius, and therefore we204
included the error on the distance in the error on the radius. The errors quoted are the statistical205
errors derived from the Monte Carlo simulation shown in Fig. 6. They do not include possible206
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modelling errors due to the effect of magnetic field; however, as the photometric variation is quite207
small, we do not expect a the magnetic field to introduce a significant error on the synthetic values.208
Theoretical Mass-Radius Relation In order to derive the mass of the white dwarf, we computed209
the mass-radius relation employing an equation-of-state that includes Coulomb corrections to the210
pressure and energy of a degenerate Fermi gas56, 57, as done in Hamada and Salpeter 196158 (H&S).211
Since ZTF J1901+1458 is so compact, general relativistic corrections are important and therefore,212
contrary to H&S, we did not integrate the Newtonian hydrostatic equilibrium equation, but rather213
the Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff (TOV) equation59, 60. Furthermore, we include thermal pressure214
which may be important in the outer layers of the star. The results are shown in Fig. 4 for several215
compositions. Our calculations were performed assuming either a thermal structure consistent216
with the luminosity of the white dwarf39 or the zero-temperature limit. These yield essentially217
identical mass-radius relations because the temperature of the white dwarf is insufficient to change218
its structure significantly. For the composition of the carbon-burning ash, we use the results from219
Camisassa et al.25. For the density thresholds for the electron capture onto magnesium and neon61,220
we use the values of 4 × 109 g cm−3 and 9 × 109 g cm−3 respectively. For sodium41 we use221
1.7 × 109 g cm−3. We estimate the temperature at a density of 1.7 × 109 g cm−3 to be about222
7×107 K; therefore, ZTF J1901+1458, unlike all other known white dwarfs, is cooling through the223
Urca process on 23Na40, 41 which makes an age determination difficult. A preliminary simulation224
with MESA62–66 confirmed the Urca processes as the main cooling processes in the core of the star.225
Using the 1.29 M model of Camisassa et al.25 yields an estimate of about 10 Myr which we take226
as a upper limit for the age of ZTF J1901+1458 because additional cooling processes are active.227
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Figure 5: Photometric fit. The blue solid line shows the best-fitting polynomial, while the black
dashed line shows the corresponding model spectrum, fitted to Pan-STARRS and Swift photometry
to determine Teff , R∗ and E(B − V ). The synthetic photometric values (obtained from the blue
solid line) are shown in red, while the Swift values are shown in green with 1-σ error bars and the
Pan-STARRS values in blue with the error that we chose to account for the photometric variability
(0.02 mag).
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Figure 6: Corner plots. Corner plots for the photometric fitting. ZTF J1901+1458 is only at
a distance of 41 pc and we therefore expect a low reddening. The reddening value is weakly
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Figure 7: Phase-resolved spectrum, blue side. The LRIS phase-resolved spectrum of ZTF
J1901+1458 in the blue side. Some small variations can be observed in the spectral features with
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Figure 8: Phase-resolved spectrum, red side. The LRIS phase-resolved spectrum of ZTF
J1901+1458 in the red side. Some small variations can be observed in the spectral features with
phase, in particular the feature at ∼ 6620 Å becomes broader and narrower with phase.
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Table 3: Photometric data for ZTF J1901+1458.
PS1−z PS1−i PS1−r PS1−g
16.595± 0.006 16.276± 0.003 15.977± 0.003 15.513± 0.002
UVOT−U UVOT−UVW1 UVOT−UVM2 UVOT−UVW2
14.94± 0.06 14.42± 0.06 14.40± 0.06 14.38± 0.06
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